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Welcome to ISSE 2013
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Panel: Cyber security in Europe - the next steps.
How to come back to a trustworthy Internet?

Human Factors, 
Awareness

EU Regulation on 
eID and eSignature
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How has Snowden changed the 
evaluation of the IT security situation?



Findings I
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Hackers from “China” hacked everything very successful! 

 Google, Microsoft, RSA, …

 The New York Times, Washington Post, …

 Every US Government Agency, …

 …

The todays  IT and IT security technology cannot stop 
the attackers.



Findings II
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NSA and Co. do everything which is possible

 Of course we all know the theoretical possibilities

 But we are shocked about what is really implemented

 The US IT market leaders are assistants to the NSA

 The laws make everything top secret and 
therefore it is not discussible

 The NSA is buying the knowledge 
about new security vulnerability 
for own attacks, not for publishing

 The end does not justify the means



What is the problem?
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Manipulated IT and IT security technologies make our 
business insecure!

 Implementation errors in IT security technologies (SSL, …)

 Using insecure Cipher Suite (RC4, DES, …)

 Bad random generators

 Backdoors in hardware and software (OS, App, …)

 Using NSA friendly e-mail accounts and cloud services

 …



No transparency 
 produces distrust!
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Which IT company can we trust?

 Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Apple, …

Which government can we trust?

 US, UK, Canada, …, Germany, …

Can we still trust evaluation and 
certification results?



IT security situation today
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How can we improve our IT security situation?

 Can we stop the misuse of IT vulnerabilities?

 Is it possible to detect backdoors in technology and services?

 Can we protect us against the economic espionage and the 
power of the Intelligence Services and the Cyber soldiers from  
some countries?

 Which IT and IT security technology 
can stop the attackers?

 Will we find secure and trusted solutions 
so that we can use the global Internet 
with an appropriated level of risk?

 Whom can I trust?
 …



Thank you very much for your 
attention!

I wish everybody a very successful 

ISSE 2013

in
Brussels
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